AUSTRALIAN LAW REFORM COMMISSION (ALRC) SOLUTION:TO TREASURY DEPARTMENT FRAUD TO ABANDON
Dear _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,

24-11-2009

1.ATO HEHS super fu nd audit
Case No 6248024 April 2009.
2.Smart Centrelink super fund theft
questionnaire Case No 404372897B
HOW WOULD YOU FIND THE TRUTH?
3. The solution:- Study reported NZ / ATO child molestation style fraudster Rob Wilson. Refer new
evidence No 6. First acknowledge Chandler Police admin request to help to assist CIB Detective, then
Senior Constable Mark Hughes to lay fraud charges with the obvious condition to win for all victims
including the Crown. Then Premier Peter Beattie also a Solicitor listened and volunteered his Cabinet
and Police Commissioner Bob Atkinson to find, quote, “The solution.”
4. Police admin then Chief of Staff Superintendent Peter Martin and Superintendent John Hopgood
were aware of the Bar Association 'whistleblowers' opinion “No Qld Barrister or QC would run
this case.” Their motive; they did not wish to look like fools as the crime cartel used an ex-QDPP
Public Prosecutor and Barrister Davida Ellen Williams who was protected by her University friend and
workmate. The then Justice Minister Rod Welford where due to the Vexatious Litigants Act no Qld
Judge could rule against the Justice Minister. Davida had full Crown protection to steal our
HEHS super fund profit. Until of course Police admin learnt Davida pleaded guilty to forgery
and fraud. As proof of Davida's corrupt protection it took two years for Davida to go to prison.
In brief, Rod Welford (a) apologised to me personally, (b) directed the Qld Police are in charge of this
case, (c) Rod did the right thing, he resigned as Justice and DPP Minister verifying the Bar
Association's opinion.
5. The former Police Minister Judy Spence and current Police Commissioner Bob Atkinson then
provided Assistant Commissioner of Police Pat Doonan to give an 'abuse of public office' and
'obstruction of justice' style confession for closing this case, stating “I outrank (then) Chief of Staff
Superintendent Peter Martin.”

Commissioner Atkinson put his Chief of Staff in charge of this case. As a result Doonan resigned
(pending this correction). The good news, Davida in confessing guilt was further stripped of her power
and corrupt influence. This left the way open for Doonan's chain of command's proven fraudulent
actions. (TBC)
6. This was partly due to the NZ style fraudster Rob Wilson offering a $200,000 or 2 blocks of our
subdivision land as a brokerage style fee or bribe via the then CIB Detective Sergeant Trevor Kidd,
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Fraud Squad Detective Sergeant Brett Heath and Inspector Ray Loader on the condition arranged by
the 'Site Solutions' fraudster / engineer Brad Jones. His terms and conditions were based on our
payment of $30,000. We were promised all thuggery and violence controlled by Rob Wilson
would stop (see 9 official Police Crime Reports and the Police union and media support) and our 22
block subdivision would finish on time in 4 months, an obvious scam.
7. This however turned out to be what is known as a 'come on scam'. Please refer to ACCC's 'Little
Black Book of Scams'. The ACCC's motive in part, to support the smart money back style Fair
Trading Department procedure and make it uniform in all States and Territories of Australia. Compare
this 'come-on' scam to the failure to control the 'Nigerian inheritance scam' for reference refer to
Fraud Squad crime prevention lecture to the Association of Independent Retirees to prevent further
victims as the Fraud Squad acknowledged their inability by law to prevent and control this type of
fraud. See Channel 9's, 60 Minutes backup story. Hence the necessity for education and training in
crime prevention or exposure in ATO audits as a necessity. To mean, once we paid the $30,000
the flood gates opened. We finished up paying $255,000 to fund the 'Site Solutions' scam. To use our
money falsely claimed at up to 300% over cost for extras to fund the false legal costs. Rob Wilson's
first three Solicitors in fear of a QLS, ALRC, and Supreme Court warning of a 5 year gaol term refused
to run the 'Site Solutions' scam. It took Solicitor James Conomos and Davida Williams to initiate the
scam in case 422/2000-2 Holland Park Magistrate Court. Our www.all-fraud.net website exposes the
proof in the court transcripts with multiple photographic backup that led to this exposure or Rob
Wilson's and James Conomos' self confession of guilt. Ignored by Magistrate Ian Austin using the
excuse “I do not care what (anyone from) the Police Minister down has to say.” We do, we are
trained to follow orders no matter what the cost! (ANZAC style)
8. The CBA Solicitors Clarke and Kann were placed under a great deal of pressure to try and keep face
with both the Commonwealth Bank and the Brisbane City Council / EPA car body dam site cover-up,
they provided Supreme Court affidavit 4461/2001. This was their way of resigning as
Commonwealth Bank Solicitors without leaving the door open to the 5 year gaol term Supreme
Court warning.
9. We were totally screwed, so the CBA offered to pay $25,000 to one victim only, John Bright as
the developer and agent for our HEHS super fund. We only accepted the $25,000 as proof of
bank liability where today the Commonwealth Bank is in contempt of court of Supreme Court
Judge Margaret White's disclosure order which has been conveniently abandoned by the Qld
DPP. James Pitman as Loans Manager was sacked and treated as the fall guy. (TBC)
10.Note, Davida's confessed procedure was to limit her scams to around $200,000. As Davida explained,
she felt safe in the District Court but with six bank scams she reached $1.3million with forgery and
fraud that meant she had to contend with 5 Supreme Court Judges correction, JF & Pike's and
Baseline Civil Engineers valuations and others as proof of Arbitration and insurance fraud. (TBC)
11. Davida confessed:- Realising her days were numbered, she threw herself on her sword and the
mercy of the courts. The Judges having no idea of the extent of her crimes and her
involvement with well organised crime due to the CBA, BCC, Police cartel corruption coverup. We did!
12.Davida's earlier scam was to arrange a plea bargaining scam to pay back any money outstanding to
the six banks as the banks showed no duty of care to their customers. This exposed their faulty loan
agreement and the BCC / EPA style car body dam site water damage cover-up, best understood by
the $10,000 insurance model.
Other crimes:- It was reported Davida ran a prison style scam to act as legal counsel for prisoners,
knowing full well in stealing their money, no-one would believe a prisoners' word against a QDPP
Public Prosecutor. We can offer further proof. Hence the need to extend a more independent
style ATO audit to protect the victims who live in fear. (TBC)
13.As senior legal counsel Davida had access to our file, that meant she could not only work against us,
as her client, but also Davida could destroy the key evidence. The obvious original copy of the CBA
loan agreement, which was both illegal and absurd. Again to sell proposed subdivision land without
title and deposit to the value of $800,000 as a condition to gain the bank loan to build the
subdivision making the loan agreement absurd. (But more needs to be explained.)
14.You must understand the fraudulent Detective Sergeant Brett Heath's actions. His statement “If you
do not have a copy of the CBA loan agreement you do not have a case.” (TBC) The need to study
criminology and self help. Working in the prison system and with our prior knowledge of testing and
inspection procedures to use the standard crime, control, correction style system. As I have learnt
working as a consultant in the conversion from prisons to correctional centres. The current system
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is, to offer an incentive model. To think in line as a spy or Detective model with our $10,000
incentive. As with any inside trading scam there is a need for a cartel. The criminals need to gain
assistance from a team of experts starting with the 'crime manager' or 'bagman', eg, the Head
Contractor, project engineer, accountant, bank manager, Barrister, Solicitor, Police Assistant
Commissioner and his chain of command, etc, to control the money trail or brokerage fee for
money laundering by racketeering for a promised $200,000 or 2 blocks of our subdivision land
as kickbacks and bribes after the 'crime manager' or 'bagman' Rob Wilson assisted by Solicitor
James Conomos became creditor / owner of our 22 block subdivision.
15.The good news, knowing of the 'Site Solutions' scam thanks to the crown legal opinion, we set up the
www.all-fraud.net website as an absolute necessity for Crown assistance. After nine years we have
received ongoing new evidence with help and assistance right to the top. Thank you for
volunteering, you are the best!
16.Eg we received an email from New Zealand from the reported daughter of Rob Wilson. See attached
email:
FROM: “Angela Sinclair” <sinclair.m.a@xtra.co.nz>
TO:
“John Bright” <brights@dodo.com.au>
Saturday, 31 October 2009 2:13 PM
Can you please confirm the identity of the Robert Wilson you have had problems with
Hi
have just been reading the article on the internet in regards to Rob Wilson Head
Contractor and general all round bad guy! Can you confirm that this is Robert James
Wilson resides in Parfrey St (Rd??) Roachdale, Brisbane. He is now 61 yrs old, has always
worn glasses, black curly hair, NZ by birth. Now runs his business by the name of South
East Civil Contractors.
The reason I ask, is that I am an estranged NZ daughter of his (he walked out when I was 7
– about 35 yrs ago) from his first marriage and the family has just received a letter from a
tin pot lawyer in Christchurch claiming all kinds of weird and wonderful things and he is
threatening to sue for defamation, etc. Sounds like it is just his modus operandi from
reading your website and we may need to use your case details as evidence here in New
Zealand if he does not pull his head in.
Kind regards Angela Sinclair

As a backup, with a 1½ hour phone call with Rob Wilson's reported sister Margaret Wilson, her
married name Margaret Henderson who in brief gave the background history of Rob Wilson. How from
7 years of age over the past 47 years Margaret now 54 thanks to our www.all-fraud.net website,
Margaret has now been able to gain a signed affidavit from her now 90 year old father to confirm one of
her other brothers evidence as a witness pending a NZ court case to clear Margaret's good name
so she can live in peace. (TBC) Margaret reported she was child molested at the age of 7 by her
then 15 year old brother Rob Wilson who Margaret reports trades as South East Civil Contractors.
His last project was at Blackwater Qld. Hence a copy of this detail is being sent to the Blackwater
Police Station to bring local Qld Police up to date. As directed by Police Commissioner Bob Atkinson
as standard procedure to gain this Police correction, to help expose the Head Contractor's fraudulent
actions. Our motive, as Rob Wilson's style of crime is more common than most people realise. In
simple terms, in running up to 5 business at the one time over the past 40 years, the overall scam is to
become a (sales, project, construction site, legal, accountant, banking or Police style) manager, junior
partner, franchisee, or company representative, etc. Then after running a separate set of books, or
offering special discounts, kickbacks or bribes, then with the help of money laundering, hiding
the details from the ATO, the owner, owners, and beneficiaries such as the super fund. They
are then cheated out of their just rewards. Therefore if we save one (in accepting $25,000 as a
CBA model) we must save all, proving CBA fraud. The benefit of mathematics and teamwork is to
volunteer as a Crown ATO witness. In this last, better than most scams, to become a creditor, the plan
was to use our money and CBA credit to self fund and run the scam, to own the complete subdivision
worth $4.4milliom on completion. Now with bulk mailing and printing costs, our total legal costs stand
at over $900,000, to send our construction company Badja Pty Ltd bankrupt, as in the standard
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criminology principle or model. The procedure is always to find the dead (corporate) body and work
backwards with the aid of the ATO audit solution to find the real killers of our construction
company. We can give many examples of these types of scams over the past 40 years. The
Healthequip franchise scam took 6 years to win. Our sporting complex's, sauna room
construction and subdivision cases were all run by fraudulent insider trading. The scam seems
very popular with both NZ and Australian fraudsters taking full advantage of bikie style standover
tactics, thuggery, bullying and violence

style not to kill but to ensure the payments are kept up. As Police report most people suffer from
fear and are reluctant to volunteer as a witness and speak out but in many cases like our accountant
Tim Allen, project engineer Greg Henwood, Qld Police (Kidd, Heath, Loader and Doonan) they
become victims by 'the promise of the $200,000 or 2 blocks of land payment and all violence will
stop scam'. As the terms and conditions of this Police Assistant Commissioner Pat Doonan's
standover scam better known as the 'Site Solutions' scam. The need to expose our multiple $10,000
incentive models, best identified as the Supreme Court trigger to bankrupt our multi-million dollar
subdivision using a $10,000 EPA style insurance fraud as a $10,000 ATO style Tim Allen's 'damages
confession'. Hence the obvious abandonment and reluctance to file our HEHS super fund tax returns
since 2002 by Tim Allen, despite Tim accepting our payment for $10,000 to prove our case. Hence the
smart ALRC style Judge Pat Shanahan, who said in brief in summing up “This is the best case for
law reform.” To mean, this caused 14 Judges and Magistrates to abandon this crown / ATO case.
Take note of Fraud Squad Heath's direction, quote “Get your act together or you will be out the
door so fast your bum will not touch the ground.” The act used internationally but not in Australia is
called the Racketeering Influenced Corrupt Organisation (RICO) Act. There is an obvious need to use
this court Registrar and Police Assistant Commissioners' new evidence to an all-fraud style upgrade
to the Vexatious Litigants, CMC, Fair Trading, Trade Practices and Judicial Review Acts. The result,
to give our money back from these confessed fraudsters.
17.Davida confessed, because we can bury the criminals with Crown evidence, eg our accountant Tim
Allen first seemed keen to be on the side of the law, so ask Tim to explain, why he assisted Rob Wilson
and why he ran the 1% investment scam, to stand over my now 90 year old mother, with false (Madoff
style) invoices with a demand for payment or mum would lose her home. (TBC)
18.Now consider, Supreme Court Judge Ken MacKenzie's report, he went walking with Chief Justice
Paul deJersey on a regular basis to resolve our case due to his mediation order. Consider the
Legal Services Commission promise in writing of a meeting to resolve key details of this case.
Thanks to FIO and Chief Justice Paul deJerseys court transcripts, ask to see the details of this
meeting and you will find proof of LSC style abandonment that proves abandonment is fraud. As we
were directed, how to prove guilt, by Judge Shanahan. Davida confessed “You would be surprised
what goes on behind closed doors.” Thanks to the ANZAC spirit WE WILL NOT FAIL. JUSTICE
WILL PREVAIL AND WE WILL LIVE IN PEACE.
19.Note Chris Watts was Grahame Ledwidge's boss and should have settled all mediation claims as
standard bank duty of care to their then lifetime customers. Please DOB IN THE CRIMINALS,
PLEASE SUPPORT THE ANZAC / RICO STYLE LAW REFORM AND KEEP YOUR NEW
EVIDENCE COMING. As Dr. Frank Walsh psychology directed “It's only over when it's over and
it's not over yet.” FOCUS ON THE QLD PREMIER ANNA BLIGH'S SOLUTION “Audits provide
valuable information.” As Police admin put it “There is much work still to be done.” TO WIN FOR
THE CROWN AND OUR HEHS SUPER FUND VICTIMS.

To make it legal

Signed John Bright

Email: brights@dodo.com.au
Website: www.all-fraud.net
P.O. Box 4120, Caloundra D.C. Qld 4551
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